[1] We present Cluster PEACE observations of parallel electron currents near a reversal of accelerated ion flows which indicated that the spacecraft were in the vicinity of an active reconnection X-line (XL). Moments calculated from the PEACE electron spectrometer 3D 4s resolution data are analysed. We surveyed the electron current structure to reveal their dependence on distance from the neutral sheet (NS). The electron density and the magnetic field component parallel to the lobe magnetic field were selected as proxies of the distance to the NS. We found that earthward from the XL the electron parallel current switches direction: tailward closer to the NS and earthward nearer to the lobe. On the interface between the tailward and earthward currents we found a narrow layer of strong earthward current. At the same place the largest transverse magnetic disturbances were detected. The observed current structure is consistent with the collisionless reconnection model. However, tailward of the XL no such structure was evident in the data.
Introduction
[2] Magnetic reconnection is believed to be a crucial process controlling plasma dynamics in the magnetosphere. Its occurrence in the magnetotail was predicted theoretically and verified by observations [e.g., Sonnerup, 1979; Semenov et al., 1998; Nagai et al., 2001] .
[3] The particular mechanism responsible for the breakdown of the frozen-in condition in the diffusion region is not yet clear. Direct, in-situ experimental clarification of this issue is difficult due to the expected small size of the diffusion region and, hence, the low probability of in-situ spacecraft observations. Currently collisionless or Hall reconnection models are very promising as an explanation of this phenomenon. These models are appropriate when density and magnetic field gradient scales are comparable with the ion inertia length, c/w pi , and the Hall term in the magnetic induction equation becomes significant, so ions cease to move with the magnetic flux tubes [Sonnerup, 1979] . The occurrence of such thin current sheets in the magnetotail has been reported [Runov et al., 2003] . This confirms that collisionless reconnection mechanisms are important in magnetotail dynamics.
[4] If a localised plasma sheet (PS) region becomes sufficiently thin, the reconnection diffusion region may form and a magnetic XL will appear. In the ion diffusion region, ions decouple from the magnetic field while the electrons continue to convect with magnetic flux tubes towards the XL until a smaller spatial scale, the electron inertia length, is reached. The resulting Hall electric currents in the diffusion region must close somewhere outside the diffusion region through a system of fieldaligned electron currents. We will refer to these currents as the ''Hall current system'', bearing in mind that only the transverse currents in the diffusion region are actually caused by the Hall effect [e.g., Nagai et al., 2003, Figure 9 ]. The Hall current system was predicted theoretically [Sonnerup, 1979] and is clearly identified in numerical experiments [Lottermoser and Scholer, 1997; Birn et al., 2001; Shay et al., 2001] . In the magnetotail the outflowing current layer arises in the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL) and inflowing current layer is inside the PS . Several observations have been interpreted as a magnetotail Hall current system occurrence [e.g., Nagai et al., 2001; Runov et al., 2003] . Mostly these studies concerned observations of quadrupole magnetic field disturbances, produced between the inflow and outflow branches of the Hall current system and directed parallel the XL. The major problem of this approach is the necessity to accurately determine the reconnection layer orientation. Otherwise false magnetic signatures could arise from a relatively strong background magnetic field, even for small errors in the determined current sheet normal direction.
[5] From this point of view, direct studies of field-aligned electron flows in the PS and PSBL during reconnection are desirable as a direct and reliable way to confirm the role of the Hall effect in this process. In several GEOTAIL reconnection studies, electron moments were presented, but these were calculated for preselected electron distributions, and no more than a couple of dozen for an event [Nagai et al., 2003] .
[6] In this paper we present the results from the Cluster electron spectrometer PEACE [Johnstone et al., 1997] , using 3D electron distributions which are available each spacecraft spin during burst mode. We determine the structure of electron currents across the PS and PSBL for the substorm reconnection event of September 13, 2002. A sequence of 360 data points is used to survey the region earthward of the XL, which is several times more in number than in all previous studies. The averaged electron current density distribution cross-sections obtained during this event are compared with the expectations of the Hall reconnection model.
Observations and Data Analysis
[7] At 18:07 UT on September 13, 2002 the Cluster constellation was located at GSE coordinates (À17.5, 1.5, 2.9) R e . At this time the spacecraft (SC) form a nearly regular tetrahedron with separations $3000 km. SC 1, 2, 4 were located in the northern PSBL, while SC 3, which was situated $2000 km in the negative z GSE direction relatively to the others, was inside the PS. Figures 1a -1c show the 3 components of the magnetic field, measured by the FGM instrument [Balogh et al., 2001] while Figure 1d shows the x-component of the ion flow velocity from the SC 1 and 4 CIS/CODIF instruments [Rème et al., 2001] for the period 18:05 -18:30 UT. At $18:07 UT both available CIS instruments detected an accelerated tailward proton flow, which lasted for $5 minutes and during which the magnetic field had a persistent negative z component at SC 1,2,4.
[8] At $18:13 UT SC 1,2,4 moved into the tail lobe, and up to 18:19 UT CIS observed no significant proton bulk flows. Around 18:15 UT SC 2 and 4 abruptly returned to the central plasma sheet. Later CIS on SC1 and SC4 observed fast earthward flows inside the PS (SC1 from 18:19 -18:21 UT and both SC1 and SC4 from 18:23 -18:25 UT).
[9] These features are consistent with reconnection taking place at the NS during this period. Fast plasma flows are identified as accelerated reconnection outflows. Moreover, since a flow reversal was observed, the reconnection XL passed close to the Cluster constellation as it moved tailward. This event is thus appropriate for studying processes in and around the diffusion region. It is apparent from the observations that conditions were turbulent and unsteady, particularly for the tailward flow interval, so the multispacecraft analysis techniques are difficult to apply in this case. However, the ability of Cluster to observe different regions of PS at the same time, and the effective increase of resolution are important in this case.
[10] We concentrate now on a statistical study of the moments of the electron 3D phase space distributions obtained by PEACE electron spectrometer for this event. These distributions are available each spacecraft spin (every 4s), since the data flow was in burst mode. Electron densities and velocities were calculated on the ground by integration over PEACE energy range from the spacecraft potential level to the upper limit of 26 keV. The statistics are analysed separately for earthward and tailward proton flow intervals. As the spacecraft moved across the PS and sampled different parts at different times, it is advantageous to rearrange the observations as a function of position of each spacecraft inside the PS. We examine the parallel electron flow structure in the PS and PSBL as ordered by the component of magnetic field lying parallel to the external lobe field, i.e., B* = B Á n lobes , where n lobes is the magnetic field unit vector in the north lobe, and by the electron density N e . These parameters are used as proxies of the spacecraft distance from the NS. Average parallel electron currents eN e V ek were determined as a function of ), so for this interval average electron flow is tailward for the outer part of the PSBL and earthward for the inner PSBL. Data points in these figures are widely scattered, due to the turbulent conditions near the diffusion region and the dynamic nature of the electron population. For steady conditions, the averaging provides a measure of the net current density across the PS, which allows comparison to the magnetic field disturbances. This is shown in the Figure 2c , where the y component of the magnetic field transverse to the lobe magnetic field i.e., B ?y = B À B*n lobes is plotted versus B*. Note a pronounced maxima in the B ?y distribution at B* % 15-22 nT (and correspondingly at N e % 0.15-0.20 cm
À3
, not shown). This magnetic field disturbance is consistent with the existence of the Hall current system, and validates the electron current observations.
[11] In Figure 3 electron currents are presented as a time series together with the electron density and magnetic field data for the interval 18:18-18:24 UT, when the XL was tailward of the spacecraft. Note that as they move out of the PS, each spacecraft observe a strong (40 -70 nA/m 2 ) electron current burst, as indicated by vertical lines. These 
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bursts occur at B x % 18 nT, N e % 0.15 cm
À3
, in each spacecraft approximately in the same place the sign change of the averaged parallel electron current takes place. They are approximately coincident with the highest density gradients. The observed strong parallel current layer is very narrow and detected only in a few data points, so it hardly affects the statistical averages.
[12] During this period, the plasma was in a very turbulent state due to the adjacent active XL. The electron distributions were highly variable but it is still possible to recognise different distributions in the PS. In the CPS these are quite isotropic, even when the electron velocity is substantial. The electron current here is directed tailward. In the PSBL the distributions are highly variable, but mostly show bi-directional field-aligned beams with maximum differential energy flux at energies 1 -2 keV. Unbalanced bidirectional beams in this region form a wide earthward field-aligned current layer from B* % 15 nT (N e % 0.15) to the lobe. On the NS side of this layer we observed unidirectional distributions which formed a narrow layer of strong earthward field-aligned electron currents. The maximum differential energy flux also occurred at energies of 1-2 keV.
[13] Although the data for the earthward ion flow region presented above shows a reversal in the field-aligned current structure, a similar analysis for the tailward flow interval (not shown) indicates persistent tailward electron flow for all distances from the NS. Hence no corresponding qualitative electron flow structure could be derived from these observations.
Discussion
[14] These burst mode observations in the plasma sheet during a clear reconnection event allow us to survey electron behaviour in order to clarify the physical processes driving reconnection. Data sampled by the Cluster spacecraft during the proton earthward flow period showed significant discrepancy in the parallel electron and ion flows. In the central plasma sheet the electron and ion flows were both directed earthward; In the outer part of the PS, however, electrons and ions moved in different directions producing an electric current directed away from the reconnection diffusion region. Such particle behaviour can be interpreted in terms of the collisionless reconnection model. In this model, the observed electron flows connect to the diffusion region closing the transverse Hall currents inside it. The existence of such current layers is confirmed by the simultaneous and consistent observations of parallel electron flows with a direction reversal and an increase of the B ?y magnetic field component at the same place in the PSBL, as defined by B* or N e . Such coincidence shows that an electron-driven parallel electric current exists on the edge of the PS and its direction is consistent with predictions of the Hall reconnection model and with previous magnetotail reconnection layer observations by Geotail [e.g., Nagai et al., 2003] . However, electric currents in the PSBL could also be part of a global magnetospheric current system, for instance, the region 1 current [Ueno et al., 2002] , which is not directly connected with the Hall effect in the reconnection diffusion region. [15] In principle, Cluster data could be applied to determine the spatial scale of the current layers. Unfortunately, we are not able to use multi-spacecraft techniques for this case, but a simple estimation is still possible, assuming that observed magnetic field disturbance was produced by the observed parallel electron currents. Hence, to produce a $7 nT disturbance a current layer of $5 nA/m 2 currents should be $1000 km thick. This is consistent with previous estimations of Fujimoto et al. [2001] . Inside this current layer we observed a thinner layer of strong field-aligned currents with distinguished unidirectional beam-like phase space distributions. A possible explanation for such a reconnection layer feature comes from the fact that the density of heavy ions was relatively high during this interval. The positive electric charge density, contained in the heavier ion population was $30% of proton charge density, due to the high level of substorm activity [Lennartson, 1995] . Hence, our observations may be interpreted as two nested current systems from two nested diffusion regions: a bigger helium-oxygen diffusion region and a smaller proton diffusion region. In order to clarify the issue it will be necessary to determine the exact relation between the global reconnection parameters and the features of the electrons forming the current layer, which can be achieved by determining the exact electron acceleration mechanism. Also, study of the plasma waves could provide important information about the small scales plasma behaviour. Finally, global statistical surveys of various reconnection events are needed to estimate the relative importance of the various reconnection mechanisms.
Conclusions
[16] The electron flow structure in the PS during a reconnection event observed on September 13, 2002 was examined during a fast earthward ion flow period. The following facts were established:
[17] 1. The average parallel electron electric current changed direction at the edge of the PS: for the outer parts the current is directed away from the diffusion region, for the inner parts of the PS it is directed towards diffusion region. The thickness of the parallel current layer is $1000 km, which is comparable with the proton inertial length in the lobes.
[18] 2. Strongest outflowing electric currents (40 -70 nA/m 2 ) were observed near the point of the averaged current sign change, at B* % 15 nT ($60% of the north lobe magnetic field), N e % 0.15 cm À3 ($60% of the NS electron density).
[19] 3. At the same point the largest transverse magnetic disturbances were detected.
[20] All these facts are consistent with the concept of collisionless reconnection in which a system of field-aligned currents flow in the PS and PSBL in order to close the Hall current in the diffusion region.
[21] No reconnection layer structure was resolved during the tailward flow due to the highly variable and turbulent conditions.
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